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The form of the poem, in other words, is crucial to poetry’s
power to do the thing which always is and always will be to
poetry’s credit: the power to persuade that vulnerable part
of our consciousness of its rightness in spite of the evidence
of wrongness all around it, the power to remind us that we
are hunters and gatherers of values, that our very solitudes
and distresses are creditable, in so far as they, too, are an
earnest of our veritable human being.
— SEAMUS HEANEY
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The Western Home

Skein of Days

short fiction by CM Cooper

poems by Sonja Greckol

isbn 1-897141-60-2
978-1-897141-60-1
March 2013 | paper | $22

isbn 1-897141-61-0
978-1-897141-61-8
March 2013 | paper | $20
cover art Natalie Arpin, Silent Silhouette 2013

cover art Anandraj Thiyagarajaperumal, Big Mammoth in
Yellowstone Park, 2013

cm cooper ’s fiction was published
most recently in Brick magazine, her
non-fiction in Guernica magazine.
Her first novel, White Elephant, is
forthcoming. She lives in Prague, Czech
Republic. The Western Home is her first
book.

marketing plan
US tour in March 2014
Atlantic & western provinces tour in
July 2014

4

The Western Home tells the story of one of America’s
most beloved folk songs through characters whose
experiences of upheaval and alienation become
woven into meaning and identity, characters who
transform their longing into belonging, their pain into
understanding. The protagonist of The Western Home
is the song “Home on the Range,” and the supporting
characters are the folks across American history who
shaped American destiny by writing, rewriting, singing,
recording, claiming and disowning the song. The
stories in Cooper’s collection take place in different
decades following the song’s composition in 1872.
Beginning with the lonely, alcoholic pioneer who wrote
the original poem and concluding with a disaffected
teenager working in a rural Kansas tourist kiosk, the
stories explore the costs of collective remembering and
forgetting. Whether they are seeking ideal landscapes,
pursuing a new system of beliefs, or trying to make
meaning out of chaos, the people of Cooper’s stories are
trying to find their way home.

Previous Titles
Gravity Matters. Toronto: Inanna, 2009

marketing plan
Toronto launch at The Power Plant
in April
Ontario tour in April

In Skein of Days, Sonja Greckol fractures, repeats,
alliterates, rhymes and generally plays wildly
and mesmerizes the reader with glimmers of
historical detail. And she tantalizes with more
narrative pieces that provide firmer toeholds in
the vortex of a woman’s lived experience in the
latter half of the c20th. The fifty-five annual
poems are harvested from three distinctive
lexicons: newspaper and magazine headlines and
titles, poems from Governor General’s Award
for Poetry, hit song titles and physics articles
(1946-2000). She may have invented some
other pieces.
sonja greckol began to write poetry when
Mike Harris was re-elected in Ontario. Since,
her work has appeared in Literary Review of
Canada, Canadian Literature, Dalhousie Review,
CV2, Canadian Women’s Studies, Fiddlehead and
Matrix. She coordinates poetry for Women and
Environments International Magazine and has
served as the Associate Representative on the
National Council of the League of Canadian
Poets (2006-08). She has taught college and
university courses, studied order and disorder
in jokes, done human rights and gender-based
research and consulting, and does local activism
while she writes. Her long poem, ‘Emilie
Explains Newton to Voltaire,’ was shortlisted for
the cbc Poetry Prize in 2008.
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Recent Releases

prose fragments by nathan dueck
isbn 1-897141-62-9
978-1-897141-62-5
April 2013 | paper | $20
cover art Mark Peckmezian, Untitled

nathan dueck lives in Calgary. His
previous work, king’s(mère) (2003),
interprets William Lyon Mackenzie
King’s biography with prose poetry.

Eliding the English language and Plaut’dietsch, a
dialect of German that developed along a delta
of the Vistula River in Prussia during the early
sixteenth century and spread to the Canadian
prairies in the late nineteenth century, he’ll is
an apostrophe to Mennos. Because the mother
tongue is unwritten, these poems express the
paradox of Anglicizing an obscure vernacular
– rather than impose inscription onto speech,
they evoke Germanic sounds on the page. These
fragments of pastoral lyrics and idyllic prose
expose an irony of connection and omission:
Mennonites relate to each other – to their
ethnicity, to their religion – with a colloquial
discourse that isolates them from outsiders.

Light

Air-Proof Green

poems by Souvankham Thammavongsa

poems by Maleea Acker
isbn 978-1-897141-57-1
paper | $20

isbn 978-1-897141-56-4
paper | $20

Previous Titles
king’s(mère). Winnipeg: Turnstone,
2003

marketing plan
Calgary and Winnipeg launches in May
Toronto launch in June

What great pleasure I had reading this book.
I laughed and marvelled and wondered and
laughed again. The writing is assured and
authentic—a testament high and low, old and
new, full of curiosity and doubt and intelligence.
And so generous. nathan dueck is not just good,
he is very very good.
— david bergen

Juanita Wildrose:
My True Life
a fiction by Susan Downe

6

isbn 978-1-897141-58-8
paper | $22

The Outside World
a novel by Barry Dempster

isbn 978-1-897141-59-5
paper | $22
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fiction
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The Book of Frog
a fiction by Jan Zwicky
isbn 978-1-897141-49-6
paper | $20

Cloudy with a Fire
in the Basement
poems by Ronna Bloom
isbn 978-1-897141-51-9 | paper | $20

Gay Dwarves of America
short fiction by Anne Fleming
isbn 978-1-897141-46-5
paper | $20

toronto
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2013
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reader ’ s
choice
top ten

Giant
a debut novel by Aga Maksimowska
isbn 978-1-897141-47-2
paper | $20

Top Bard
n ow
p o e t ry
Shortlisted
2 0 1 2 re l i t
p o e t ry
awa rd

Shortlisted
re l it awa rd

for
p o e t ry

Shortlisted
a rc h i b a l d
l ampman
awa rd

Cottonopolis

Whisk

no angel

a long poem by Rachel Lebowitz

a collaboration by Yoko’s Dog

prose by Annie McLurg

isbn 978-1-897141-53-3
paper | $20

isbn 978-1-897141-54-0
paper | $20

isbn 978-1-897141-55-7
paper | $20

Left for Right
poems by Glen Downie
isbn 978-1-897141-48-9
paper | $20

Post-Apothecary
poems by Sandra Ridley
isbn 978-1-897141-45-8
paper | $20

Nominated
at l a n t i c
p o e t ry
p r i ze

Nominated
at l a n t i c

p o e t ry
p r i ze

Shortlisted
pat low t h e r

memorial
awa rd

Hydrologos
poems by Warren Heiti
isbn 978-1-897141-43-4
paper | $20

There Devil, Eat That
poems by JonArno Lawson
isbn 978-1-897141-44-1
paper | $20

Straight Razor Days
poems by Joel Thomas Hynes
isbn 978-1-897141-42-7
paper | $20

Winner
archibald
lampman
awa rd

Marrow, Willow
poems by Maureen Hynes
isbn 978-1-897141-39-7
paper | $20

Wore Down Trust
poems by Michael Blouin
isbn 978-1-897141-40-3
paper | $20

Intention Implication Wind
fiction by Ken Sparling
isbn 978-1-897141-41-0
paper | $21

Revenge Fantasies of the
PoliticallyDispossessed
a novel by Jacob Wren
isbn 978-1-897141-36-6 | paper | $20

Active Pass
poems by Jane Munro
isbn 978-1-897141-38-0
paper | $20

Anderson
a novel by Michael Boyce
isbn 978-1-897141-37-3
paper | $21

Nominated
2010 bmo
winterset
awa rd

Church of the
Exquisite Panic:
the Ophelia Poems
by Carole Glasser Langille

isbn 978-1-897141-52-6
paper | $20

Slow Curve Out

Winner
2 0 1 1 re l i t
awa rd f o r

fiction

poems by Maureen Scott Harris

isbn 978-1-897141-50-2
paper | $20
Blood Relatives
a novel by Craig Francis Power
isbn 978-1-897141-35-9
paper | $21
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The Little Seamstress
poems by Phil Hall
isbn 978-1-897141-32-8
paper | $20

Book
a novel by Ken Sparling
isbn 978-1-897141-33-5
paper | $21

Permiso
poems by Ronna Bloom
isbn 978-1-897141-26-7
paper | $20
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Nominated
re l it awa rd

The Incident Report
a novel by Martha Baillie
isbn 978-1-897141-25-0
paper | $21

I’m not going to lie to you
poems by Mike Blouin
isbn 978-1-897141-17-5
paper | $20

Adapted
to film by

(a cautionary tale)

Stan Rogal

pa r a m i ta
n at h

Nominated
re l it awa rd

Nominated
re l it awa rd

for
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for
fiction

As Good As Dead

a novel by Stan Rogal
isbn 978-1-897141-16-8
paper | $22

Side Effect

graphic work by Lorenz Peter
isbn 978-1-897141-18-2
paper | $24

Found poems by
Souvankham Thammavongsa
isbn 978-1-897141-14-4
paper | $20
Finalist

Nominated
re l it awa rd

for
p o e t ry

The Others Raisd in Me
plunderverse by Gregory Betts
isbn 978-1-897141-30-4
paper | $20
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Sweet
poems by Dani Couture
isbn 978-1-897141-34-2
paper | $20
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The Plight House
a novel by Jason Hrivnak
isbn 978-1-897141-31-1
paper | $20

Nominated
re l it awa rd

Finalist

Nominated
re l it awa rd

Ivan’s Birches
poems by Barry Dempster
isbn 978-1-897141-27-4
paper | $20

Let’s Pretend we Never Met
poems by Nathaniel G. Moore
isbn 978-1-897141-15-1
paper | $20

Families are Formed
Through Copulation
a fiction by Jacob Wren
isbn 978-1-897141-12-0
paper | $22

Nerve Language
poems by Brian Henderson
isbn 978-1-897141-13-7
paper | $20

for
p o e t ry

Nominated

bc book
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Hannus

a poetic biography
by Rachel Lebowitz
isbn 978-1-897141-11-3
paper | $23

Finalist
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p o e t ry
awa rd
2007
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best 100
books

Nominated
re l it awa rd

for
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The Reflecting P0ol
poems by Maleea Acker
isbn 978-1-897141-29-8
paper | $20

Last Taxi to Nutmeg Mews
a memoir by Sarah Murphy
isbn 978-1-897141-28-1
paper | $22

The Bewilderments
of Bernard Willis

a novel by Aaron Peck
isbn 978-1-897141-22-9 | paper | $20

Salt Physic

poems by Jacqueline Larson
isbn 978-1-897141-24-3
paper | $20

Nominated
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Nominated
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fiction
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poems by Rachel Vigier
isbn 978-1-897141-05-2
paper | $20

Winner
the lion

for
fiction

trillium
awa r d
2008

The Book of Skeletons

poems by Joanne Page
isbn 978-1-897141-23-6
paper | $20

a suite of personal essays
by Roo Borson
isbn 978-1-897141-21-2
paper | $20

The Drowned Lands
a novel by Stan Dragland
isbn 978-1-897141-19-9
paper | $22

Winner
re l it awa rd

f o r p o e t ry

Good Meat

poems by Dani Couture
isbn 978-1-897141-09-0
paper | $20

Between

stories by Laurie Petrou
isbn 978-1-897141-10-6
paper | $23

Winner
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Personal History

poems by Stan Dragland
isbn 978-1-897141-01-4
cloth | $25

most beloved

Nominated

Watermarks

Stormy Weather: Foursomes

Skin Room

a novel by Sara Tilley
isbn 978-1-897141-20-5
paper | $22

Black Stars in a White
Night Sky

a children’s book by JonArno Lawson
illustrated by Sherwin Tjia
isbn 978-1-897141-07-6
cloth | $22

Small Arguments

poems by Souvankham Thammavongsa
isbn 978-0-9732140-5-5
paper | $17.95

Drowning Lessons

poems by Maureen Scott Harris
isbn 978-0-9732140-8-6
paper | $21

The Man in the
Moon-Fixer’s Mask

a children’s book by JonArno Lawson
illustrated by Sherwin Tjia
isbn 978-0-9732140-9-3
cloth | $25
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Sex Libris

poems by Antonella Brion
isbn 978-0-9681884-0-8
paper | $19.95

The Only-Good Heart
a novel by Beth Goobie
isbn 978-0-9681884-1-5
paper | $21.95

Fishing Up the Moon

Lilac in Leather

a novel by Anne Hines
isbn 978-0-9681884-3-9
paper | $19.95

a novel by Sarah Murphy
isbn 978-0-9681884-2-2
paper | $24

The Forgotten Voices
of Jane Dark

Simple Master

short fiction and essays by Sarah Murphy
isbn 978-0-9732140-4-8
paper | $22

poems by Alice Burdick
isbn 978-0-9686522-7-5
paper | $19.95

Pale Red Footprints
poems by K.I. Press
isbn 978-0-9686522-3-7
paper | $18.95

On Every Stone

poems by Rachel Vigier
isbn 978-0-9686522-9-9
paper | $19.95

Nominated

toronto
book
awa r d

Wild Mouse

The Girls Who Dream Me
poems by Beth Goobie
isbn 978-0-9681884-6-0
paper | $18.95

short prose & a suite of poems
by Derek McCormack and
Chris Chambers
isbn 978-0-9681884-4-6
paper | $15.50

Personal Effects

poems by Ronna Bloom
isbn 978-0-9686522-0-6
paper | $18.95

JourneyMind

a novel by Brad Thomas Batten
isbn 978-0-9686522-4-4
paper | $22.95

Chaos Mission

a graphic novel by Lorenz Peter
isbn 978-0-9732140-0-0
paper | $25

[untitled]
a novel by Ken Sparling
isbn 978-0-9732140-1-7
cloth | $22.95

The Fifth Girl

poems by May Chan
isbn 978-0-9686522-5-1
paper | $19.95

Under the Poet Tree

a Centauri Anthology
edited by Beth Follett, with Laura
Farina & Glenn Clifton
isbn 978-0-9732140-6-2
paper | $18.70

Nominated
re l it awa rd

for
fiction

Winner

Nominated

toronto
book
awa r d

For Those whom God has
Blessed with Fingers
a novel by Ken Sparling
isbn 978-1-897141-03-8
paper | $22

Rocket Science

a novel by Julia Gaunce
isbn 978-0-9686522-1-3
paper | $21.95

Animal Life in Bucharest
poems by John Degen
isbn 978-0-9681884-8-4
paper | $14.95

Mouthing the Words
a novel by Camilla Gibb
isbn 978-0-9681884-5-3
paper | $21.95

trillium
awa r d

Persuasion for a
Mathematician

poems by Joanne Page
isbn 978-0-9732140-3-1
paper | $21

Charisma

a novel by
Margaret Christakos
isbn 978-0-9681884-9-1
paper | $20.95

Cheez 100
Lesbian National Parks
an artbook by Fiona Smyth
and Services
Field Guide to North America isbn 978-0-9686522-2-0
by Rangers Dempsey and Millan
isbn 978-0-9686522-6-8
paper | $28

paper | $25

Nominated
re l it awa rd
Doug Wright
Award 2006

poems by May Chan
isbn 978-1-897141-08-3
paper | $20

Dark Adpatation

a graphic novel by Lorenz Peter
isbn 978-1-897141-06-9
paper | $22
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for
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Lake Where No One Swims
poems by Chris Chambers
isbn 978-0-9681884-7-7
paper | $18.50

Killing Things

poems by John Degen
isbn 978-0-9686522-8-2
paper | $19.95
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Monkey

a novel by Michael Boyce
isbn 978-0-9732140-7-9
paper | $22

Circadia

poems by Alison Watt
isbn 978-1-897141-02-1
paper | $20

Public Works

poems by Ronna Bloom
isbn 978-0-9732140-2-4
paper | $19.95

Winner
a rc h i b a l d

lampman
awa rd

This Woman Alphabetical
poems by Laura Farina
isbn 978-1-897141-04-5
paper | $20

Why “Pedlar Press”?

How did you come to name the press Pedlar? Many have
asked me. In 1996, searching for a name, I uncovered the
little-known fact of Walt Whitman selling his Leaves of
Grass door-to-door across America. A pedlar of poetry & of
beauty & of a great love for the human & natural worlds:
I believed, in 1996, that the image of a queer poet (who
had suffered already more than his share of detractors), on
the road in the dark with only a pronounced trust in the
worthiness of his project, was an image that would sustain
me across the vicissitudes, the blind alleys & cries in the
night. And it has, a thousand times over.
Pedlar Press is dedicated to the memory of Walt Whitman’s
agency & dignity & faith.
(Walt Whitman, May 31, 1819 – March 26, 1892)

Be t h Fo l l e t t Publisher
1 1 3 b o n d st, st. jo h n ’ s n l a 1 c 1 t 6 7 0 9 . 7 3 8 . 6 7 0 2 feralgrl@interlog.com www.pedlarpress.com
Small, Gutsy (& Gorgeously designed by Zab Design & Typography)

the publisher wishes to acknowledge the ongoing and
necessary financial support gratefully received from the Canada
Council for the Arts and the nl Publishers Assistance Program.
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Supporting small press is supporting literature
on the cutting edge. Small press is the guardian
of literary culture and of free speech.
— b p Ni c h o l

